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FOREWORD
N.A.A. Accounting Practice Reports, of which this is the eleventh, have been
designed to organize and accelerate the exchange of information on accounting
practice. Each report is a summary of current practice in a limited area of accounting, so far as such practice is disclosed by descriptions of individual company practice provided by N.A.A. members through their chapters. A list of
the individuals who contributed to the current report and the chapter through
which each contribution was submitted, will be found at the end of this report.
Previous reports in the series are listed inside of the back cover.
April, 1961
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ACCRUAL, DEFERRAL -AND APPLICATION
transactions in financial statements by accrual of them,
T together with the ofdecision
to either defer items (accrued and other) or apHE RE C O GN I TI O N

in

ply them to the determination of income, is central to accounting. It is a matter
of timing —when to give effect to transactions and when to transfer them to
cost or revenue. It is well understood that annual financial statements reflect
this process. It is less clear how far it is carried out in monthly or other interim
statements. However, these statements have come to be regarded as an important planning and cost control tool. Thus the N.A.A. authors who contributed 56 practice descriptions on the topic, "How We Use Accruals and Deferrals in Interim Reporting" deal with a basic current concern, progress
the
usefulness of such reporting. The descriptions are informative but necessarily
reflect the situations of individual companies and aspects which seem most significant to authors. The writeups are not in response to detailed inquiry on the
topic.
The authors concern themselves chiefly with their companies' practices in
the timing of the application of costs and expenses, i.e., charges made to income
of interim periods, rather than deferred or accrued items on balance sheets at
interim dates. Limited attention is also given to the application of certain revenue items in arriving at period income. It should be noted that "second- stage"
deferral and application, as when costs already charged to production are either
re- deferred in inventory or else charged to cost of sales, are not treated. Hence,
the choice of a production costing system, e.g., direct versus absorption, is not
involved in the practices described. Nevertheless, the review provided of the
manner in which companies give effect to costs (and some items of revenue)
in determining interim income, is also a partial exploration of the timing problem fundamental to accounting.
It is apparent in most of the descriptions that accruals and deferrals for annual reporting are an old story and represents an area in which practice is quite
well - settled. It appears, moreover, to be an area apart from managerial accounting. Accruals and deferrals for annual reporting emphasize the year end balance sheet, usually affect income in only a limited way, and provide information
neither promptly nor often enough to help in managing operations. Interim
reporting, on the other hand, with which the present contributions deal, offers
a different situation. The balance sheet is a second consideration; practice in
cost application is only in the process of becoming settled; the principal aim is
early and adequate knowledge of monthly operating results to assist in appraisal
and forward management of them.
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In most of the individual contributions and in the 56 descriptions as a whole,
the usefulness of interim statements for these purposes is regarded as depending heavily on the appropriate timing of costs. The relationship, as viewed by
description authors, is reflected in the detail of this report and, with other
contents of interest provided by the descriptions, affords disclosures in the
following areas:
1. Varying goals recognized in applying costs, etc., for inclusiveness,
accuracy, comparability or relationship to production or sales activity.
2. Indication of the relative amount of attention given to individual
costs in the matter of securing or devising proper timing of charges
to income.
3. Alternative practices in the application of principal costs to interim
periods, together with instances of methods used.
4. Indication that cost application problems vary with company situations, together with mention of costs characteristic of particular industries.
5. Procedures used in particular cases in re- applying a number of
income items from time of receipt to period in which earned.
Principal Terms
The topic title on which the description authors write directs attention to accruals and deferrals, processes which precede the application of deferred and accrued
costs to the interim income statements. As already indicated it is to problems
of this application that the descriptions accord primary attention. Such problems provide the theme of this summary report. However, the terms deferral
and accrual, and the concept of application, appear in the descriptions in such
a variety of ways as to suggest preliminary attention here to the use of these
three words.
Accrual —In this report, it seems necessary to give accrual a definite meaning. Regarded simply as an amount accumulating with the passage of time,
the term has little to say in specifying practice. Nor is accrual the opposite
of deferral. An amount may be at once accrued and deferred. Neither is it a
synonym for liability, a misconception resulting from the more frequent
accrual of costs than income. The meaning which serves the purposes of the
descriptions and this summary of them is to regard accrual as that act
which places unsettled transactions in the financial statements. Accounts receivable and payable, now treated more nearly as cash items, were historically the
4
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first items accrued. Items more often thought of as accruals today are the recording of uninvoiced or estimated costs. Accrual operates to avoid omission
of essential items from the financial statements. It renders these statements inclusive.
Deferral is a simple concept. It is, however, no synonym for asset, for there

are numerous revenue deferrals. It signifies postponement of charge or credit to
earnings. Fixed assets which represent long - settled transactions and inventories which represent more recent ones are the oldest deferrals, not customarily considered as such; but the contra charge from the latest insurance invoice
picked up as an unrecorded liability is also a deferral. In short, deferral is a
negative decision on cost or revenue application; it is the opposite of application.
Application is a decision to include cost or revenue in operating results. Virtually the entire emphasis of the descriptions is upon this act, i.e., to interim period apportionment or adjustment of items of cost and revenue, whether or not
an accrual has been necessary to bring these items into the accounts and whether
or not deferral is a necessary adjunct to proper application. Primarily, for the
purpose of this report, application is the "when" of costs, differing with each
and sometimes with over -all viewpoint in the company involved.
What the Descriptions Offer
There is not an entire absence of the balance sheet point of view in the descriptions. Without emphasis, proper balance sheet accruals and deferrals are
acknowledged to have significance. For example, in dealing with vacation
pay, a company may be concerned that its obligations be correctly reflected. In
dealing with unbilled water rates, a public utility may be concerned with the
asset represented by this income. The preliminaries of many descriptions possibly betray a consciousness of a formerly dominant attitude in which the topic
of accruals and deferrals brought to mind the atmosphere surrounding an annual audit. The auditor, properly and gravely concerned with company position as reflected in financial statements, would be anxious for the most part that
all material liabilities were accrued and no unsubstantiated deferrals permitted
to remain. But approaches reminiscent of this emphasis seldom survive the
opening page of descriptions.
These stresses are, in brief, occasional or subordinate. Although it is frequently stated that interim financial statements, presumably both income statements and balance sheet, merit the care once reserved for annual statements,
space and attention are devoted to the application of costs. In fact, the balance
APRIL, 1961
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sheet position of cost items seems to be regarded as a result of their application. It is pointed out that this position often switches from accrual to deferral
as the year progresses and as payments finally overtake charges which have been
applied. Depending upon circumstances, this is shown to be true of vacation pay, real estate taxes, advertising and other costs.
The primary characteristic of the descriptions is keen awareness of the accountant's critical role in recognizing and determining the treatment of those
costs which affect operations either before payment or in periods which lie beyond. This awareness is in terms of the situation in each company and is expressed in desire for accuracy, inclusiveness, fairness and comparability of costs
and the interim earnings they help determine. There is considerable variation
in the emphasis given to these factors and in discernment of underlying principles of income determination. The typical description takes up the costs which
are accrued or deferred in the author's company to complete or adjust the
earnings picture for interim periods, and sets forth how they are applied for
this purpose. The descriptions differ rather widely in amount of detail given
but tend to characterize the bases on which the costs treated are charged to income, to narrate relevant procedures, and in many instances, to offer some of the
reasoning involved.
Interest attaches both to the costs which are named frequently or, at least,
by more than one author and those which are named only once. The first of
these groups, listed on page 16, affords disclosures of what these oft- considered costs are, problems encountered in handling them, and varieties of practice exemplified. The second group, represented by a list on page 25, serves
to make clear the varying characteristics of differing industries, the alertness
that the accountant must maintain to recognize the need for special handling
of costs for application or deferral, and to present a number of procedures of
intrinsic interest.
However, the lists may be interpreted with some caution. There is general
exclusion of deferrals and accruals so traditional as not commonly to be called
such. Examples are accounts receivable, inventories, fixed assets and accounts
or vouchers payable, though some attention is accorded depreciation and possible losses in current assets. In addition, many writers either specify or imply
an intention to omit consideration of the more frequent items, like wages or insurance, in favor of attention to more exceptional ones. Also, some authors treat individual costs more fully than others. Nevertheless, on the whole, the descriptions cover, from the point of view of interim reporting, virtually all items
which pose problems of cost application and present principal alternatives
and methods used in applying them to period earnings.
6
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Because the items of revenue which present similar problems of timing in
respect of application are few in number and concern a small proportion of companies (except for the conventional adjustment implicit in accounts receivable),
they are represented in the descriptions by material which is more accurately
described as case than practice material. However, income items tend to be
of some intricacy and interest when they do pose such problems, and several descriptions are devoted primarily to single items. The closing section of this
report offers a list of income items mentioned in the descriptions as a whole and
summarizes some of the case materials.
Objectives in Timing Application of Costs
Just why measure out costs to periods in a particular manner? The following
section of this report recognizes an expanding thread of purpose discernible
in the descriptions. By no means all authors give attention to generalities, but
by no means all neglect them and, in some descriptions not explicitly expressive
of viewpoint, it is none the less present. This modicum of theory runs from
( 1 ) simple recognition that there are costs paid after the close of a period,
which belong in it to ( 2 ) a search for methods to make interim income statements more useful because more comparable and (3) the initial stages of a
concept under which activity — whether in days, production or sales —is a more
important consideration than comparability.
A determination to identify and accurately calculate the applicable portion
of post - period payments definitely related to a period characterizes the first named viewpoint, which may be regarded as bearing the stamp of financial recording. It is numerously represented among the present descriptions, although
many with this emphasis also emphasize comparability to some extent. Those
which do so more exclusively represent the second viewpoint. Here the accountant is determined that neither executive management nor plant supervision
shall be confused by successive income statements rendered noncomparable by
fortuitously timed costs or by accounting techniques. Represented only by a
few descriptions is the viewpoint which looks beyond comparability to determination of interim income as such.

APRIL, 1961
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"ACTUAL" AND "CONTROL" VIEWPOINTS
many cost items are readily associated with peA riods, while others are less easily
related. There is the partly -in- the - period
S T HE D E SCRI PT I ON S CON FI RM ,

item, of which pay roll and unbilled but consumed utilities are examples. There
is the "late" item exemplified by uninvoiced purchases. These items may be
determined exactly and applied specifically. Then there are the items paid
quarterly or annually, such as pay roll taxes, property taxes, and insurance. Vacation and holiday pay may be mentioned with these. Although known rates,
terms and bases, afford satisfactory logical means for determination of actual
amounts for these costs and their application to cost over periods, elements of
estimate and approximation make their appearance in practice, for convenience
or other purposes. Finally, there are items for which bases of application
to short periods are tenuous at best. Such items might be legal fees, maintenance,
plant alterations, dues and subscriptions, charitable contributions, etc.

From Inclusiveness to Control
Two viewpoints appear in the descriptions. One, which might be called the
"actual" viewpoint, is to a degree elementary and is limited to the thought
that costs recorded each month must be inclusive, accurate and as specific to
the period as possible. The other, which might be called the "comparison-andcost- control" viewpoint, has a further objective and is solicitous of equalizing to
periods all costs for which variations have little or nothing to do with operating
performance. Under both approaches there is a growing watchfulness that irregularly timed outlays not be permitted to distort interim results but the second
presses equalization (not necessarily exactly equal monthly amounts) to a finer
point.
For example, under the "actual" approach, pay roll taxes charged to costs
might be related to subject pay rolls of each month, even though these taxes
grow lighter as the year passes and pay of many employees exceeds the tax base
of $4,800. Under the "comparison- and - cost - control" approach, it might be
desired to relate pay -roll taxes to pay roll on an annual basis and to apply
the resulting rate to the full pay roll each month. This would tend to make
monthly amounts more nearly equal. It would also tend to eliminate a variation
in interim period costs occasioned by the terms of the tax law, leaving such
variation as is occasioned by changes in the controllable base, i.e., pay roll itself.
Some descriptions show evidence of both viewpoints. Many disclose em8
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phasis on one or the other. Making interim statements "stand on their own,"
"provide an accurate picture of internal operations," have the same stature as
year -end reporting, and be "comprehensive and up -to- date" suggest the first
viewpoint. Improving such statements for "month -to -month comparison," "leveling some costs, others to vary with volume," "comparison with forecast
and corresponding periods," and "better cost reporting" suggest the second.
Common to both approaches is the realization that the final figure for the
period will be freer from meaningless deviations if the cost application process
is performed painstakingly. Frequent monthly accrual of Federal income taxes
tends to confirm this interest in the figure below it. One author expresses this
objective as follows:
"We aim to avoid serious distortion between months of a year. Although we do not defer recognizing a realized loss simply for the purpose of equalizing it between months, we do follow the policy that
known costs can be anticipated in equal instalments."
A Case in Control
The experience of a paper company which has 100 cost centers, each reported upon by types of expense for each period, serves as an instance in which
the uppermost thought in cost application is to produce results useful for cost
control. As in some other companies the practices of which tend in this
direction, the adoption of interim periods in even weeks (4 five -week periods
and 8 four -week periods) provides periods precisely comparable in time and
underscores comparability as a motive.
The next step takes the form of choosing accounts to charge to costs in equal
or otherwise predetermined amounts during the year. Costs charged in equal
instalments each period are thus eliminated from cost center performance
appraisal and kept stable for production unit cost. An example is machine clothing converted to a weekly figure (for multiplication by four or five) on the
basis of approximate usage for the entire year. Utility costs receive different
but purposeful treatment. They are charged in amounts representing company
meter readings times known rates. In this manner, they are adjusted to periods
and may be appraised on the cost center reports as reflecting consumption performance. But how to choose the costs which, in the ways indicated, will be
applied on a basis different from costs which might be described as fully direct
and regular, hence chargeable as incurred without estimate or calculation? The
author describes the handling of this problem as follows:
APRIL, 1961
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"Whether to place an expense in this category (chargeable on other basis
than as paid for), usually will be decided on whether or not we are experiencing major fluctuations in it and why. If fluctuation is opera ational and must be justified by conditions of the period, the cost
would be charged as incurred. If the variance represents benefits to
past and /or future operations, it would be charged in equal weekly
instalments over the year.
"For example, if due to a change in operations, more men were
needed in a department or a larger amount of supplies was needed,
the charge would be to the period. However, major repairs would
be absorbed over the year in equal weekly instalments.
"All expenses are constantly reviewed and we may either add them
to or remove them from an accrual or deferral basis."

a

The mechanics of cost application to centers in this company for items so
chosen is that of detailed clearing accounts to which costs are charged as incurred and to which they are credited as "released" to cost centers in equal
or other managed amounts. The balances in these accounts represent in total
a net of under or over - absorbed amounts. All such accruals are maintained
by this company under tabulating procedure and are closed at the end of the
year. Major adjustments at that time are avoided in the following manner:
"In order to make sure that costs are absorbed, the accounting department reviews each item at least quarterly. Any adjustments are absorbed over the remaining weeks of the year. Departmental supervisors also review these items monthly and let the accounting department know of foreseeable changes which will cause major variance
between released (applied) and actual cost."
The point of view prevailing in the company described includes the concept that cost application should serve not only for cost control but also for
"stabilization" of production cost from one interim period to another, making
it practicable to keep sharp fluctuations out of unit cost per ton, by processes
which are known to take care of all costs over the cycle of the year.

10
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THE "ACTIVITY" VIEWPOINT
RACTICE su M M A P I Z E D

in the immediately preceding section portrays the cen-

P tral concern as to cost application of the great majority of companies re-

ported upon by description authors. A few of the descriptions, however, reflect one
or more aspects of a different viewpoint, in embryo, indirectly or with conscious
intent. This group is principally represented by four writeups which provide
the material for these paragraphs. The viewpoint leads to relating application of costs to volume of sales, i. e., less to the time periods in which sales
are made and more to the sales made in these time periods.
The first of these four companies assigns costs which present problems in
application to periods in proportion to working days, with a clear indication
that the real goal is to establish a truer relationship of this type of cost to sales.
The second relates costs, already assigned to time periods, to production volume,
by deferring excess unit cost on an annual cycle. This excess and its deferral are
calculated for each of the expense items involved and in total, for better relationship of cost to sales. The remaining two descriptions are explicit on this
point. Influenced a good deal by operating conditions in the lines of business
concerned, they go the "whole way" and apply to interim periods expenses
which may be reliably annualized, in the ratio which sales of each period bears
to forecast annual sales.

Use of Working Days
Application of costs to periods in amounts reflecting the working days in
each, moves the cost application picture closer to the sales picture in the view of
the company using this device. It is clear, at all events, that the company has
moved away from cost application equally to time periods. In the words of the
author:
"It is the ultimate goal of all business to absorb expenses in proportion
to income. Since sales dollars cannot be pre - determined in most industries, a secondary method must be used. After due deliberation, our
company decided to use working days as a basis for accruing expense."
Two steps in employment of this basis are described, one setting forth the
method and the other enumerating the costs to be charged in this way. The
method requires ( 1 ) "predetermination of the year's total to the best of your
ability" for each such cost and ( 2 ) a schedule of working days in each month
and associated percentages relating each month to the year. The month's per APRIL, 1961
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centages are applied to the annual estimates of costs to calculate the appropriate charges for the individual periods. As to determination of working days,
the text of the description indicates:
"We compute this schedule on the basis of five working days per
week and make allowances for the following:
Holidays on which the plant does not operate.
Inventory shut -down periods.
3. Vacation shut -down periods."
1.
2.

The costs to which the working days apportionment procedure is applied are
detailed by the author and include the principal categories of fixed burden and
general administrative expense, as follows:
Depreciation
Insurance
Taxes
Dues and subscriptions
Maintenance contracts
Holiday pay

Inventory expense
Heat
Water
Group insurance
Legal and professional
contributions

Employee benefits
House magazine
Bad debts
Executive pay roll
Other miscellaneous
items

Deferring Excess Unit Cosf
Applying costs proportionately to production volume of periods is another,
although indirect, way of applying them in a manner through which they will
be transferred against earnings in proportion to sales. Only the particulars and
aim of the cost application sequence recited here, qualify the description which
supplies it to be reflected in this report. Few of the descriptions, and none
other significantly, treat the re- deferral (or continued deferral, if these costs be
viewed as in suspense pending sales) of items once charged to production. However, in this case of a seasonal operation, the identity of each cost item is retained throughout the calculations and the amount deferred for each may be
constructively regarded as not having been as yet charged to costs. The immediate objective is to keep production unit cost level so that cost of sales for each
interim period is in proportion to sales.
To do this a unit product cost for each interim period is calculated in two
ways, and compared for each of the eight or more items of burden in each
cost center. The dividend in both calculations is the amount of cost applied
to the period simply as a period of time. The divisor in one calculation is the
physical production volume for the period, yielding an "actual" unit cost. The
divisor for the second calculation is average production volume for three years
12
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which has been: ( 1 ) divided by the number of periods in a year and ( 2 ) factored by the percentage which the actual production for the interim period bears
to average production in the corresponding interim period for the past three
years. This is considered to give a production figure for the period as a fraction of the year. Its division into the expenses for the period yields a unit
cost by each expense which is regarded as normal on an annual basis. Excess
of "actual" unit cost over this "normal" unit cost, times the period's production give a deferred amount in each expense category.
Because the company's production volume tends to increase from the first period of the year to the last, the actual unit cost for the period falls below the normalized unit cost in later periods but, cumulatively, the deferral is not wiped
out until the final period. Calculation may be illustrated as follows:
(1)

Expense

(2)

Unit
Unit cost
Differ at volume of cart
the period normalized ence

$.0007
Taxes
............... .0028
Depreciation
..........
Heat, light and power.. .0044
.0002
Insurance
............ .0080
Repairs and maintenance
.0067
Gov't. supervision
..... .0095
Fringe benefits
........ .0021
Miscellaneous

........
$.0344
Total
...........

(1)
(2)
(3)

(3)

$.0004

$.0003

.0017

.0011

.0027

.0017

.0001

.0001

.0049

.0031

.0042

.0025

.0058

.0037

.0013

.0008

$.0211

$.0133

Deferral
The difference (excess of normalized
over period cost), in
detail and in total,
represents cost deferred to production
of future periods in
the year.

Expense classifications chosen for application on a normalized
annual production volume basis.
Expense amount assigned to the period on a time - elapsed basis,
divided by production units of the period.
Same expense amounts as in (2 ) divided by a volume figure calculated as follows:
Average unit volume for the past three years, divided by
the number of periods (quarters in this case) and multiplied
by a percentage representing the ratio of the current period's
production to the average production of the corresponding
quarter for the past three years.

It is in the foregoing manner that the company in question discloses to its
management the basis of withholding portions of certain fixed costs from apAPRIL, 1961
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plication in interim statements, while avoiding charges which would render the
flow of production cost into cost of sales disproportionate to sales volume. Direct
costing solves this problem for production costs by excluding fixed overhead,
which is then combined with other period costs lower in the income statement.
However, direct costing does not cause these or other period costs to follow
sales volume.

Cost Application in Proportion to Sales of Interim Periods
Two companies out of those reported upon in the fifty-six descriptions on
the use of deferrals and accruals in interim reporting apply most costs, other
than direct production costs, as percentages of the period's sales. In one case,
the percentages are ratios of costs to sales which appear in the most recent four month operating forecast. In the other case, the amount to be charged to costs
is determined by the equivalent procedure of applying to the period that percentage of the cost item, estimated on an annual basis, which sales of the period
bear to forecast sales for the year.
In both of the companies concerned, there are marked sales fluctuations
among periods, either throughout the year or seasonally, a circumstance under
which constant costs if charged in equal amounts, period after period, create
exceptionally marked fluctuations also in the relationship of net profit to sales.
This condition inspires a search for costs which do in fact vary with sales but
which are fixed overhead or general expenses in terms of absorption costing. It
likewise raises the question as to whether the remainder of fixed costs, related on
the surface to time periods, may not be thought of in relationship to sales,
against which all costs are ultimately to be matched, a viewpoint not incorporated
in either direct or absorption costing. Without developing theory on this score,
the author of each of these descriptions portrays the write -off on a sales base of
costs which have been found to be clearly sales - related and, in addition, costs
which are almost always applied in equal amounts to successive time periods.
One of these companies is a major book publisher preparing income statements for seven departments, in which sales and cost fluctuations that average
out for annual statements make presentation and interpretation of interim
statements a problem. An experienced -based percentage of sales is used to
charge income with loss of gross profit on returns, provision for write -down of
over- stocks, and royalty advances not likely to be earned. Composition and
plates, varying widely in relationship to sales of individual titles, are charged to
interim periods on the percentage to sales in the cumulative forecast already
14
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referred to, and so are advertising, publicity and promotion, as well as general
overhead. Rationalization for the charge of advertising and associated costs in
this way is the obvious one that they are related to sales but out of phase with
it on an interim period basis. But general overhead contains time - honored
period costs such as "salaries of the management group and sales, accounting,
warehousing, and credit and collection departments, as well as stationery and
supplies, rent, telephone and telegraph, etc." Thus, for any period less than a
year, these expenses are apportioned over sales, not time, and:
"Over or under - earned overhead is deferred in the balance sheet but
is adjusted to income at the year- end."
The second of the two companies is a retail furniture operation with spring
and fall selling seasons, a selling operation in its entirety. It can be no surprise
that provision for loss of gross profit on sales returns, for inventory shortage,
or even for managerial bonuses are accrued and applied monthly in relationship
to sales. The connection between these items and selling activity is reasonably
clear and they might be so applied under practices which have simply inclusiveness and accuracy as their aims but must find characteristic bases for charging
particular items. However, it is perhaps less to be anticipated under conventional accounting thinking that —for application to internal reports of a store
rental arrangement which includes a fixed rental, an excess rental based on
sales volume, and obliges the tenant to pay insurance and real estate taxes —the
management should have avoided:
"Charging the fixed lease costs to operations in equal monthly instalments, with excess rent accruing against excess sales. This type of lease
is so clearly arrived at by, and dependent on, sales volume that it was
considered more realistic to expense the total estimated annual rent
(including insurance and real estate taxes) in monthly amounts determined by the ratio of actual sales for the month to total annual
estimated sales."
The viewpoint thus embodied in the company's practice is carried still further,
as follows:
"Similar reasoning was applied to personal property taxes. These are
assessed principally on inventories, equipment and solvent credits, all
of which are held either for or to facilitate sales. While the assessment
covers a specific period of time and could appropriately be written off
as period expense, it was, again, considered more realistic to charge
expense to operations on the percentage of sales for the month to forecast sales for the year. Other examples of items treated in this way are
periodic trips of buyers and managers to conventions, special buying
trips to purchase merchandise, etc."
APRIL, 1961
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PRACTICE IN APPLYING PARTICULAR COSTS TO
PERIODS
supply positive indications as to what costs are comT monly applied either
by accrual or from deferral in determining interim
HE DESCR IPTIONS

income, together with differing methods of application and examples of bases
used. On the other hand, neither the voluntary sample which the descriptions
represent, nor the details they offer, nor the list given below of number of
mentions of particular costs warrant conclusions as to extent of practice. Rather,
they are suggestive of the range and relative "popularity" of such items. The
list follows:
It e m

No . ti m e s
me n t io n e d

36
Property taxes
Vacation and holiday pay 33
General insurance
32
Pay roll
31
F. I. C. A. contribution
26
Income taxes
25
Depreciation
16
16
Interest
Utilities
15
Compensation insurance 14
Pension and retirement
13
expense
Advertising
12
Professional fees
12
Bonus and profit sharing 12
Uninvoiced purchases
12

Item

No . ti m e s
me n t io n e d

Sales and other taxes
Group and other life insurance
Inventory losses and
adjustments
Rent
Salesmen's commissions
Doubtful accounts and
discounts
Royalty expense
Charitable contributions
Financial expense
Office machine maintenance
Maintenance and repairs
Dues and subscriptions
Metered postage
Supplies
Amortization of leaseholds

12
11
10
10
10
9
7
6
6
6
5

4
3
2
2

The paragraphs below touch on a number of individual cost items of prominence, set forth principal alternatives of cost application exemplified and /or
give examples of specific treatments.
Pay Roll, Property Taxes and Insurance
Pay roll. The most familiar cost item re- applied from period of payment to
earnings of another interim period is pay roll. The need for calculation or close
estimate of a fractional amount of pay roll arises from the use of weeks as payment periods for most pay rolls when calendar months constitute the interim accounting periods, or the use of months as payment periods for salaries in in16
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stances in which interim accounting periods represent multiples of weeks and
both 4 and 5 -week periods are used.
The common situation in which the interim period ends with a partial payroll period is met by either exact calculation or estimates. The practicability of
"shortcuts" depends on the degree of complexity of the pay structure, especially
the existence of incentives. One company simply takes into the prior interim
period the proportion of the whole week's pay roll which the number of days
to be accrued bears to five. A second company, which pays every two weeks, accrues partial pay roll in the same way but bases the calculation on the ten days
covered by the last full pay roll. Another accrues pay roll on an "average cost
per day for work groups with very little overtime and an average rate per hour
for groups with a considerable amount of overtime." Where pay roll is charged
to costs from a daily distribution, no other calculation is needed for interim
period cost application but this situation is not prominently described.
Companies in which interim periods consist of multiples of weeks may need
to "pick up" an entire week's pay roll. Adjustment of monthly salaries may be
appropriate if the company's year is not in twelve equal periods. Two companies in which quarters consist of successive 4, 4, and 5 -week periods defer
7.7 per cent of the monthly pay roll at the end of each of the two 4 -week periods and charge the deferral to the 5 -week period. The percentage represents
the excess of an average month of 21 2/ 3 working days over the 20 working
days in four weeks.
Property taxer. Real estate and personal property taxes appear to be applied
by accrual over the governing jurisdiction's tax year, the application to costs
being in equal monthly amounts on an estimated basis, corrected as information
becomes available. The estimate is ordinarily based on the tax which was paid
for the previous year. It does not appear to be uncommon to adjust the accrual,
first, for changes in assessment and, second, for changes in the tax rate when
this information is available. One company, located in a state in which the assessments and rates are established in May and in November or December, respectively, with payment the following year, accrues on experience but adjusts
the personal property tax accrual in May for changes in assessment, and adjusts
both real and personal property tax accrual to "actual" in December when the
new rate is also known. Another company disposes of the possibility of underestimating by accruing "on the previous year's experience plus approximately
10%."

Insurance. The companies represented by the descriptions follow the well known practice of dividing policy premium by policy term in months to obtain
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the amount applicable to interim periods for coverages enumerated in one in•
stance as "fire, theft, use and occupancy, boiler damage, etc."
Workmen's compensation insurance premium is, so far as reported upon,
usually accrued upon each pay roll. For one company, the procedure is described
as follows:
"Workmen's compensation insurance expense is recorded each month
by applying the appropriate rates to pay rolls classified by code numbers. Anticipated dividends are reflected in the rates used. Adjustments
resulting from retrospective rating plans are not anticipated but are
taken into the accounts as finally determined."
A company which is self- insurer for compensation claims under a certain amount
charges expense with a percentage of pay roll reflecting claim experience, the
accumulation in a reserve being analyzed annually by the personnel department.
Group insurance premiums, which may be settled for monthly, are not treated
at length in any of the descriptions. In the three cases in which insurance on
lives of executives is mentioned, premiums are applied, net of estimated increase
in cash surrender value, in equal interim instalments.
Vacation and Holiday Pay
The impact of vacation pay on costs when applied to periods in which vacations are actually taken has been a major item in awakening companies to the
need for logical cost application on interim statements. More space is devoted
by description authors to this item than to any other. The mechanism which
appears to be most used is a charge to costs monthly, accompanied by a credit to
a liability or reserve account which may become a deferred amount later in the
year as vacations are taken and charged against it. The principal computation
methods appear to be: ( 1 ) a percentage applied to the pay roll of each period,
( 2 ) equal amounts over the year and (3) accrual as earned.
The first method is represented in the descriptions by only a few companies.
Limited detail was provided. One company "sets separate rates for vacation and
holiday pay and each month an accrual is based on the rate times labor dollars
for the month." Another company applies 3 percent of labor costs each interim
period.
More popular is the second method. In one instance, a company applies holiday and vacation costs to interim periods in twelve equal installments based
on an annual estimate described as follows:
"Our personnel manager advises us how many employees will be
eligible for three -week vacation, two weeks, eight days, etc. We modify this information as a result of our projection of the labor force,
18
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to account for possible new eligible employees, and multiply by the
average hourly rate. Holiday expense is estimated in a similar manner."
An almost identical way of estimating annual vacation pay, in a company
which also spreads the total equally to periods, is illustrated by the table below:
PR O J E C T E D V A C A T I O N P A Y

Weeks
Employees Each
83
62
131
21

Total Weeks

1
2
3
4

83
124
393
84

Total vacation weeks
$1.60 per h r . x 48 hr s. . . . . . . . . . .
Average weekly pay .............................

684
$76.8o

Annual amount
$52,531.20
............................
The same company arrives at estimated annual holiday pay as follows: Employees x hrs. per day x average pay rate per hour x number of paid holidays
— annual holiday pay.
The method of charging interim periods with vacation pay as earned, is represented in descriptions, chiefly by a company which achieves this result under
tabulating procedures requiring a "first vacation" card, and then a "master"
vacation card from it, to be punched for each employee. The cards for eligible
employees are routed to the wage administration unit each month for confirmation of this fact. They are then run under controls which record for each
employee, and aggregate for all of them, one - twelfth of the dollar value of the
vacation to which each will be entitled in that year. This amount is journalized
to cost and liability.
A short -cut device is used by this company to charge income for paid holidays. This involves charging pay for each of the six holidays half to the month
in which it occurs and half to a month not having a holiday:
Holiday

Half Cost
Deferred to

Thanksgiving Day February
Christmas
March
New Years Day April

Holiday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day

Half Cost
Deferred to
June
August
October

Employer Contribution to F. I. C. A.

It is common practice, so far as disclosed by description authors, to compute
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social security tax costs exactly on pay rolls of the period. This computation
may be on pay rolls paid, unaffected by accruals, so that the amounts will accumulate to sums payable to the government quarterly.
As the year goes on and the earnings of many employees exceed the maximum of $4800 on which the tax is computed, the base for calculation must be
modified from gross pay roll. An estimate of taxable wages is made by one
company to provide a cost computation base for its interim statements. In
other companies, the charges from period to period are not allowed to be affected by the gradual reduction in tax payable on pay rolls of the later periods
in the year. These companies estimate the F. I. C. A. tax for the entire year,
relate it to annual pay roll as a percent and apply this rate to gross pay rolls of
interim periods. One author writes that, "unnecessary distortion to costs is
avoided by basing current write -off of pay roll taxes on the average rate per
pay roll dollar for the preceding year." Another company follows this practice
and includes its state unemployment tax in the resulting rate. Because the
company refunds to the state as voluntary contributions all unemployment benefits with which its account is charged, its "effective rate to gross pay rolls for
each account classification, based on the previous year's pay roll, allows for voluntary contributions to be paid in the current year."
Equalization of F. I. C. A. costs to interim periods does not have much support in the descriptions. However, it is applied in one instance in a methodical
manner as follows:
"The provision for F. I. C. A. taxes on an annual basis is absorbed
one - twelfth each month. This provision is determined in advance
from the annual pay roll and an employee count. Salary changes and
employee turnover, although the former are worked into the estimate,
occasion any differences with the tax amounts paid."
Federal Income Tax
About one half of the companies represented by the descriptions accrue Federal income taxes in interim reports, divided about equally between instances
in which the amount deducted from income in interim statements in ( 1 ) calculated on operations to date less the amount estimated at the start of the month
and ( 2 ) the result of an estimated effective rate of tax for the whole year, apparently related to estimated book income and so applied to the month's operations. It may be assumed that companies which can satisfactorily use the first
practice have relatively simple computations not involving surtax, loss carrybacks, etc.
20
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In one such instance, it is set forth by the writer that:
"We take into account all of the known facts and figures at the end of
the particular month. We have found that, by giving effect on a
monthly basis to all the factors that will affect the year -end tax calculations, we arrive at a realistic amount."
A statement on behalf of a company which uses a full year for its estimating
basis warns.
"The estimated liability should be calculated at current tax rates, both
normal and surtax, and other considerations such as carry-back and
carry - forward of losses, possible assessments or refunds for prior years,
etc., should be taken into account."
In a number of instances, state taxes based on income are accrued for interim
purposes, but these are mentioned less often than the Federal tax.

Advertising
The several descriptions which expand upon the basis for applying advertising and related costs to interim earnings dwell largely on the need to avoid
sporadic impact of these outlays, and stress equalization over periods. One
author writes:
"Our business is seasonal and so is our advertising. As a result, we
used to have terrific peaking in our expense. We now take the advertising budget and divide the amount into equal monthly charges."
In another company, equal monthly charges to deferred advertising, based
on "an estimate prepared by the sales department" are "adjusted upward or
downward as the year progresses." However, it appears that the charge to
expense is not adjusted, ordinarily, until December. Still another company
adjusts its equal monthly charges to deferred advertising (one - twelfth of its
annual advertising budget) "as each promotion is completed," with the result
that "prepaid advertising is written off to expense during the period in which
the promotion is conducted."
One company — besides the two already cited in which the sales basis of
write -off is broadly used —is reported as taking up "advertising and sales promotion expense in relation to sales for the month." This is done:
"by establishing an estimated amount of expense per dollar of sales.
Each month sales are multiplied by the sales factor to arrive at the
expense charge for the month. Adjustments are made during the year
as actual expense and sales develop."
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Depreciation, Interest, Utilities
Some costs, though customarily accrued for application or written off from
deferrals are not elaborated upon in the descriptions. Examples are, depreciation, interest, and utility costs. The more revealing treatments are noted below.
Depreciation. It appears to be assumed that depreciation, the write -off of
industry's principal long -term deferral, will be applied in interim earnings statements. How changes during the year will be accounted for is the question
raised by practices reported. In one instance, depreciation taken on asset additions during the year is divided equally among months:
"After review with the engineering department of anticipated construction, and preferably working from a construction budget, we
attempt to accrue depreciation on acquisitions as follows:
Cost X Rate X 1/Z*
— Monthly accrual
12

*Average period of six months from acquisition to end of year."
On the other hand, it is reported on behalf of two companies that depreciation applied to costs is adjusted each month to reflect additions and retirements
of fixed assets. One company accomplishes this through the tabulating procedures under which its property accounting is carried on.
Interest. Either the absence among the companies concerned of any considerable amount of interest as a continuing cost or general recognition of its
relationship to time and susceptibility to exact calculation results in casual
presentation of this item in the descriptions. The desire is expressed for a convenient recurring entry for cost application and one company "reviews its notes
payable individually and establishes a monthly accrual." However, this "can be
adjusted upward or downward" because:
"Borrowings are quite dependent upon inventory. An unforeseen
break in business or a sudden major spurt in sales can change the borrowing picture considerably and, hence, the interest charges."
At least one company expects to reach the end of the year with some difference between interest applied monthly and total interest. The author of the related description comments that, by immediately recognizing changes in notes
and interest - bearing advances payable, "we have found the year -end adjustment
very slight." Another company accrues interest "on the same basis as is used by
the lender —bank: or insurance company— whether it be the 30 -day method or
number of days."
Utilities. Whether concerned with utility services as a group or whether sin22
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gling out one or more for brief attention — electricity, water, fuel, telephone, etc.
—the emphasis of the reference -type mention in most of the fifteen descriptions
which touch on them, is upon the necessity of not failing to include them in
costs. There is little presentation of method of estimating amounts of service
unbilled at the ends of periods. It is evident that some companies read their
own meters to determine consumption for which they have not yet been
charged, and apply known rates. One company accrues telephone toll calls of the
month by using its switchboard operator's records as a basis. Water charges,
customarily billed quarterly, may be estimated on previous consumption.

Miscellaneous Costs
It will have been noted that many other costs are mentioned by authors,
up to a dozen times. A few of these costs are commented upon below in terms
of specific instances in which method of handling was disclosed.
Doubtful accounts. Financial accounting purposes have long made it usual
to provide for impairment in the collectability of accounts receivable (the first
of all income accruals, now commonly considered a cash equivalent). The
provision has conventionally been made on a sales base and its application to
interim statements in this manner is suggested in such attention as is given it in
the descriptions. One author writes, "For consistency between accounting periods, bad debt expense is charged monthly on a predetermined percentage of
sales."
Losses in inventory. The oldest cost deferral (which is also now thought of as
a cash equivalent) is subject to losses recognized in financial accounting and
considered also in determining interim income. Noting that, "the determination
of losses in inventories is difficult to accomplish each month," the author of
one of the descriptions briefly alludes to the establishment of a reserve for this
purpose, credited monthly and applied as a charge to costs.
Professional fees. The even dozen companies represented in the descriptions
which deal with incurrence of fees for professional services of auditors, attorneys,
appraisers, actuaries, etc., all appear to equalize the total estimated cost among interim periods. A typical comment is, "for legal retainers, auditors' fees, and actuarial fees, we spread the annual estimates over the year. However, at the end
of the year, we adjust the estimate to actual."
Maintenance. Little attention is accorded maintenance costs in the descriptions. One procedure used to equalize such costs among periods was summarized earlier in this report. The company of another author touching on the
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topic, charges "estimated major maintenance" equally over ten months and adjusts it in the eleventh, apparently reserving December for other closing matters.
The special category of office machine maintenance received about equal
space to that given factory maintenance. In one instance, it was noted that,
"where vendors provide repair and maintenance service for their machines on a
contract basis, the arrangements frequently call for quarterly payments in advance or in arrears. It was considered advisable, therefore, to accommodate these
expenses on a month -to -month basis."
Charitable contributions. Donations by companies to charitable causes tend
to occur either irregularly, when appeals are made, or toward the close of the
year, when tax deductions are in view. This class of expense generally has a
ceiling set for policy reasons. Hence it is practicable for one company to apply "estimated contributions by a monthly charge to expense to cover the pro -rata
share of the annual cost of these contributions." This practice seems representative, but one company reports writing off "large items" over three or four
months.
Royalty expense. Although not many description authors mention royalty
expense, those who do confirm the general understanding that this item is usually related to a specific volume base, presumably set forth in licenses to produce
and /or sell. Bases cited in descriptions include "units sold" and "on production." One author states that "royalties payable on techniques and devices incorporated in our products are accrued each month, based on units shipped."
Pensions, Bonus. No picture of practice in application of special types of
compensation to interim statements emerges from the descriptions. There are
a few examples. In one case:
"We provide for pensions in direct relationship to hours worked by
our employees. This information is readily obtainable from our cost
department as a by- product of daily labor distribution, broken down
between union, nonunion and office personnel."
Another company pays a mid -year and end -of -the -year bonus on monthly and
semi - monthly salaries. Monthly accruals are made at the bonus rate and applied
to costs.
Exceptional Items
The presence of cost items noted only once in the descriptions as a whole
stems from the characteristics or situations of particular industries. This suggests that the inclusivenes of costs recorded in interim statements and their intelli24
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gent application to earnings requires, among other things, that the accountant
be alert to his company's operating conditions. A list of such items follows:
Items
Machine clothing
Composition, plates
Plant shut -down*
Water purification
Machine removal
Steel rolls
Store opening
Shipping cartons*
Unreported death claims
Management fee
Library and record service*
Dry hole
Product guarantee
Customer claims

Industry

Paper
Book publishing
Chemical
do
do
Manufacturing
Chain store
do
Life insurance
Investment company
Broadcasting
Oil
Watches
Textiles

Illustrative of this type of item are the three to which asterisks are applied
above. The chemical company, which closes for two weeks each year primarily
for overhaul and inspection of equipment, estimates the fixed costs of this period, accrues them in "per- week" amounts for each period until they are insured in July; it then adjusts to actual the charges already made and writes
the rest off over the remaining five periods. The chain store organization reduces the cost impact of purchases of collapsible boxes and other shipping
containers by charging off the expense over six months following dates of purchase. The broadcasting company, billed quarterly for library and record services, sometimes in advance and sometimes in arrears, carries an average amount
to costs each period, based on the previous quarter's experience.
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APPLICATION OF ACCRUED AND DEFERRED
REVENUE TO PERIODS
that revenue does not need to be re- applied beI tween periods, in mostearlier
instances, if this service of accounts receivable be igT WAS COMMENTED

nored. When billing and delivery cycles coincide, as in most industrial and
commercial companies, billings for the period define sales. However, reapplication is appropriate in some instances and this closing section of the present report offers some of the more interesting portrayals of how individual income
items, significant to the companies involved, are applied to periods in which
earned instead of the periods in which settled. These items are the principal
ones, out of the following more complete list, for which extended explanation is given by description authors:
Interest ( 11)
Contract earnings (6)
Royalties (3)
Rent (2 )

Service contract ( 1 )
Gas revenue ( 1 )
Subscriptions ( 1 )
Telephone (1 )

Club dues ( 1 )
Installment sales ( 1 )
Voyage (barge)

revenue ( 1 )
Figures in parentheses indicate number of descriptions in which the
item is mentioned.

It is as true with revenues as with costs that the authors of descriptions emphasize the time of the application of these items to earnings rather than accrual
or deferral. Contract income is of the same nature for purposes of application
whether it lags behind or runs ahead of progress payments and rental income
would not alter character were it paid in arrears rather than, as customary,
in advance. One author, describing the practice of a barge transportation company, writes:
"Billing practice varies within the industry, i. e., with regard to
whether billing takes place when a shipment is started on its way or
only when it reaches its destination. In the former instance, revenues
must be deferred at each month -end. In the latter instance, an accrual
must be made. The fact that a choice exists does not seem to be of
grave consequence, since the effect on income is the same. This is
computed on total miles which a shipment has been transported in relation to total miles which it must be transported, times the total revenue for the voyage."
However, classification of income categories in terms of whether they ordinarily arise from accrual or originate in write -off of deferrals is a convenient
way in which to recognize and describe them, and is used here.
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Revenue Accrued for Application
Unbilled gat service. When a gas company introduced cycle billing, it also
introduced an income application problem. Each of 21 districts into which
it divided its service area for meter reading purposes is billed as of successive
working days throughout the month, leaving the remaining days of consumption unbilled until the following month. Inasmuch as the unbilled revenue
may average half a month for the company as a whole, the necessity of picking
it up on a close approximation is recognized. The calculation undertaken to
achieve this follows:
Last Reading

District

Date

1

1st

Amount
$36000

Unbilled revenue

Days
To month In Rdg. end
30

30

at month -end
710

100

Amount
$36,000

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5

7th

$40,000

30

24

80

21

28th

$30,000

30

2

6

$32,000

$ 1,800
$500,000
A correction for degree days is applied to the initial accrual. When the result is added to the month's billings, the corresponding accrual at the start
of the period is deducted to arrive at the month's revenue.
Oil royalties. A company having oil well properties confirms with purchasers
the sales from those which it operates, in time for inclusion in interim statements, but industry communication practice prevents its having the complete
figures for royalties for the month on such of its wells as are operated by
others. However, it has been found that a sufficiently accurate accrual of this
portion of income — within one to two per cent of exact determination—results if it records royalty revenue as a percent of working interest revenue, based
on their relationship in the previous month's final results, even though this
method does not "take into account new wells becoming productive, old wells
becoming fully depleted, etc." A partial verification of the royalty income so
applied is usually available at statement time in the form of early royalty checks,
each of which should represent the same percentage of royalty income from
month to month.
Interest. A heavy machinery manufacturer represented in the descriptions
has a substantial portion of its receivables in interest bearing notes. The complicating factors in accrual are the number of items and variation in rates from
4 to 8 percent. The company uses the following short cut:
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"Total uncollected balance of the notes at each rate is averaged (by
dividing the sum of the opening and closing amounts by two) and
rates applied to calculate average interest earned for the period. An
assumption of this method is that new notes and payments on old ones
approximate each other as to time of occurrence during the month."
Revenue Applied from Deferral
Subscriptions. A publisher of two monthly magazines with a combined
circulation of more than five millon copies faces the problem of volume in applying advance payment of subscriptions equally to each month of the subscription
term. During the past three years, the company has adopted a tabulating procedure, one service of which is to compute the amount of subscription income
applying to each issue month. The basis of the procedure is an order card,
either returned by the subscriber with his remittance or punched on receipt of
it, from which a mailing card and a statistical (accounting) card are punched.
The latter, containing subscription term data and useful for a variety of reports,
are processed for income determination. Summary cards are cut and are run
to group all subscriptions by expiration month and year, summarize number
of months involved and pick through this data deferred income at the beginning
of the month, add receipts, compute and deduct deferred income at the close
of the month, and so arrive at revenue to apply.
Telephone service. As is customary, a telephone company, dealt with in one
of the descriptions, bills monthly service in advance on a cycle basis. Exact proportions of the amounts billed can be assigned to the interim period for the
respective groups, and the remainder left as deferred.
Loan discount. Interest income on consumer loans presents an income
recording problem to a commercial bank. Borrowers, by accepting net loans
from banks, achieve a result which would be the same if the full amount were
received and the interest for the entire loan period, none of it earned by the bank
at that moment, returned to it. As set forth in the related description, the bank
may transfer this amount to income month by month in close proportion to the
unpaid balance of the loan by using a rough calculation device which credits
income in relationship to installments outstanding per period. This is done
for groups of loans having a common term and made in the same month. The
first step is to reverse and total the enumeration of months of the loan term. For
example, a 12 -month loan has 12 installments outstanding the first month, eleven
the second, etc., to a total of 78; income for the first period is 12/78 of the total
discount, for the second 11/78, etc. A short calculation for the number of in28
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stallments is to take the term of the loan, add one, divide by two, and multiply
by the term ( 1 2 + 1 = 1 3 - 2 = 6 . 5 X 1 2 = 7 8 ) .
Revenue from instalment sales. Sale of road machinery and material handling
equipment on an instalment basis is the occasion for one company to take up as
revenue only that portion of the resulting receivable which represents the relationship of cost to sales, and to defer gross profit pending collection. If the
gross profit on a sale is recognized to be 40 percent of sales price, revenue of
60 percent will be recorded at once. Subsequent transfers to income are such
as to leave 40 percent of the uncollected balance deferred. In practice:
"We compute the amount deferred for each instalment sale at the
beginning of the year. In deferring income in interim reporting, we
apply the over -all ratio (an averaging of gross profit ratios, in effect)
to total uncollected instalment sale balances. At one time, this ratio
was adjusted quarterly; however, experience showed only minor differences, so the annual method was substituted."
The transfer of profit on instalment sales from the period of delivery of products to period of collection of the amounts due renders it opposite in objective
to other instances of revenue application considered here, and points to financial
rather than operational accounting. These other items have been applied as income
to the period of delivery or service.
Contract earnings. On occasion, as has been suggested, contract income may
require an accrual to pick it up in full but it is more often transferred to income
from deferral. Putting long -term contract income in the specific period in
which earned is customarily considered to require the percent -of- completion
method. The over - riding aim of this method is to proportion income to the
accomplishment of the period, apart from cash dealings with the customers,
which may result in accrued or deferred balances. In fact, the most complete
description of application of contract earnings included in the writeups and reflecting a medium -sized aircraft company, is without reference to customer payments. Income credited is charged to interim work -in- progress, which is transferred to receivables on delivery of contract items. Earnings for the month on
each contract reflect application to estimated final earnings of a percentage which
allowable cost to date bears to total allowable costs.
The hazard of this method is, as expressed in the description referred to,
that either estimated final earnings or percentage of completion will be in error
because incorrectly forecast or not adjusted for changes. A quarterly check
of percentages of completion is made by engineers and there is painstaking
recording of cumulative costs, contract changes, and unallowable costs allocated
to each contract.
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PREVIOUS REPORTS I N T HE SERIES
1. Controlling and Accounting for Supplies

June, 1955

2. Planning, Controlling and Accounting for Maintenance
November, 1955
3. Modifying the Calendar to Meet Business Needs
4. Accounting for Returnable Containers
5. Speeding Up Interim Closings and Reports

June, 1956
January, 1957
March, 1958

6. Serving Sales Through Planning of Production and Inventory
January, 1959
7. The Capital Expenditure Control Program

March, 1959

8. Cost Improvement for Profit Improvement

October, 1959

9. Reports Which Managements Find Most Useful February, 1960
10. Separating and Using Costs as Fixed and Variable June, 1960
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